THE NEWEST ADDITION TO

NIRS

THE NEUROSCIENCE HUB
Brainsight® Neuronavigator

Brainsight® NIRS Hardware

Brainsight NIRS starts off with the Brainsight

When we set out to design our NIRS system, we did not want

neuronavigation system. For 15 years, Brainsight has been

to just do what others have done. We set out to make a

setting the standard for functionality and ease of use for

unique device that is simpler to use and reflects current

TMS localization and veterinary neurosurgery.

trends in NIRS imaging. The interface on the device

In addition to the standard features of Brainsight,
Brainsight NIRS includes all the device controls and a
montage manager to define your common NIRS and
EEG configurations for quick recall at the start of a NIRS
session. Co-register the optodes to the MR images and you
are ready to go.
Easily perform NIRS with TMS and the NEUROPRAX® EEG.
Brainsight takes care of recording all your data in one
place, synchronized to the stimulus event.

Designed for Multi-Modal Use
One of the most challenging aspects of NIRS is the cap. Since
Brainsight is designed with multi-modality in mind, the design

Brainsight® 8-32
Channel Unit

of the cap and optodes are even more important. We have
focused our efforts on a flexible optode design that can be
simply used with other modalities including EEG, TMS and MEG.

itself is just enough to connect to the Brainsight

The optode itself has a low profile (7mm) and the fibre is

neuronavigator where all the interaction occurs,

parallel to the head (90˚ to the optode surface). This allows

removing the need for a redundant screen and

a TMS coil to be placed relatively close to the head for

keyboard. The result is a device that can be placed

simultaneous TMS and NIRS. The angled fibres also make it

exactly where it needs to be to access the subject.

possible to apply the optodes to a subject lying down (e.g. MEG,

You operate the device using the already familiar

fMRI).

and easy to use Brainsight workflow-based user
interface. The control computer can be next

The last piece of the puzzle is the cap. Our optode design allows

to it or in the next room if needed. All data

us the flexibilty to seek the best cap solution for your particular

is acquired and stored within the Brainsight

needs. Our elastomer cap allows easy access to the hair, holds

project file where everything is mapped to

the optodes on the scalp and can be adapted to combine NIRS

the subject’s anatomical MR images. Since

and EEG. We can design and build various configurations to

we are using Brainsight, we can also store

meet your needs, or use rapid prototyping to construct adapters

TMS coil information and simultaneous

to fit the optodes to your own caps.

EEG data for truly integrated multimodality acquisition. The system supports
8-32 channels that can be upgraded in
8-channel increments. In addition to 4
sources and 8 “cortical” signal detectors
(per 8-channel module), our system
includes 4-16 additional dedicated source
proximity detectors allowing you to sample
scalp-dominated signals without sacrificing
the cortical detectors. We can sample up to
100 Hz for the NIRS channels and up to
8 kHz for our 8 auxiliary channels which
are ideal for experiment state information and/or
physiology information (e.g. cardiac or respiratory).
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